









1.!Introduction!This! paper! offers! a! critique! of! Martha! Nussbaum’s! description! of! the! capability!approach! and! offers! an! alternative.! Nussbaum! (2011a)! addresses! the! basic!questions! of! what! the! capability! approach! is! and! what! it! is! not—which! are,!unfortunately,!matters! on!which! clarity! is! lacking.!We! should! analyse!Nussbaum’s!account!not!only!because!she!is!one!of!the!most!influential!capability!theorists!but!also! because! it! is! one! of! the! few! available! descriptions! of! the! capability! approach!that!is!sufficiently!comprehensive!and!detailed.!!I!will! argue! that!Nussbaum’s! characterization! of! the! capability! approach! is!flawed,! and! I! will! offer! an! alternative! which! is! radically! multidisciplinary! but!contains!a! foundational!core!that! is!robust!across! its!various!usages.! I!call! this! the!
cartwheel( view( of( the( capability( approach.! The! cartwheel! view! gives! us! a! more!truthful! account!of! the! capability! approach!and! can!account! for! the!wide! range!of!capability!theories!that!have!been!developed.!To!underline!its!breadth!yet!highlight!its! ultimately! normative! character,! the! capability! approach! can! also! be! called!





claim—that!all!capabilitarian!political!theory!should!endorse!political!liberalism—is!wrong.!The!final!section!offers!concluding!thoughts.!!Before! we! proceed,! I! would! like! to! introduce! the! distinction! between! the!capability!approach!and!a!capability!account(or!theory.(The!term!‘approach’!refers!to!the!general!view,!which!is!used!across!disciplines!and!for!various!purposes.!But!we!need!to!make!the!distinction!between!that!general!view!and!the!specific!theories!or!accounts!that!are!(in!part)!based!on!it,!such!as!Nussbaum’s!(2006)!theory!of!justice,!Crocker’s! (2008)! development! ethics,! and! Wolff! and! decShalit’s! (2007)!capabilitarian! account! of! disadvantage.! Those! specific! versions! can! be! called!capability! accounts! or! capability! theories.! As! I! will! show! in! this! paper,! this!distinction!is!needed!to!avoid!confusion!in!the!capability!literature.!!
!
2.!Nussbaum’s!account!of!the!capability!approach!!In!Creating(Capabilities,!Martha!Nussbaum!provides!an!encompassing!definition!of!the!capabilities!approach—not!just!of!her!own!capability!theory!but!of!the!approach!in!general.!She!argues!throughout!the!book!that!the!capability!approach!should!be!“defined!as!an!approach!to!comparative!qualitycofclife!assessment!and!to!theorizing!about! basic! social! justice”! (Nussbaum! 2011a:! 18).! Nussbaum’s! own! version! “puts!the!approach!to!work!in!constructing!a!theory!of!basic!social!justice”!(Ibid:!19).!The!first! cluster! of! theories! within! the! capability! approach! is,! therefore,! a! cluster! of!













also!become!important,!such!as!the!formation!of!one’s!character,! the!cultivation!of!moral!virtues,!and!an!appreciation!of!culture!in!all!its!dimensions.!!! Martha! Nussbaum! has! herself! written! extensively! on! education! and!capabilities,!on!the!importance!of!access!to!a!valuable!education!for!all!(hence!as!an!issue! of! justice)! and! on! the! content! of! education,! thereby! stressing! precisely! the!nonceconomic! importance! of! education.! She! briefly! touches! upon! this! work! in!Chapter!8!of!Creating(Capabilities.(It!is!therefore!puzzling,!and!points!at!an!internal!inconsistency!in!her!book,!that!Nussbaum!does!not!include!this!important!work!on!the! conceptualization( of! education! as! one! mode! of! capabilitarian! theorizing.! This!conceptual! work! does! not! fall! under! the! rubric! of! either! social! justice! or! of!comparative! analysis! of! quality! of! life.! Moreover,! in! other! areas,! such! as! health,!disability,!and!technology,!scholars!are!asking!how!the!phenomena!they!study!are(to(
















In! summary,! there! are! good! reasons! why! a! specific! capabilitarian! theory!could!focus!not!only!on!capabilities!but!also!on!functionings.4!This!implies!that!it!is!logically! consistent,! as! well! as! theoretically! plausible,! to! develop! capabilitarian!theories! that! contain! some!degree!of!paternalism.!Hence,! the! ‘focus!on!choice!and!freedom! rather! than! achievements’! is!not! an! essential! element! of! a! capabilitarian!theory.!!This!brings!us!to!the!third!essential!feature!that!Nussbaum!attributes!to!the!capability!approach.!According!to!Nussbaum!(2011a:!19),!the!capabilities!approach!is! “resolutely!pluralist( about( values:( it! holds! that! the! capability! achievements! that!are!central!for!people!are!different!in!quality,!not!just!in!quantity;!that!they!cannot!without!distortion!be! reduced! to!a! single!numerical! scale;! and! that!a! fundamental!part!of!understanding!and!producing! them! is!understanding! the!specific!nature!of!each”.!Nussbaum!is!right!that!the!capability!approach!is!pluralistic!about!values,!and!I! agree! that! this! is! an! essential! element.! However,! we! need! to! acknowledge! that,!sometimes,!a!single!numerical!scale!may!be!so!important!for!political!or!pragmatic!reasons!that!we!are!justified!in!paying!the!price!that!the!distortion!brings.!!




and!justice!very!differently!from!the!egalitarian!and!strongly!redistributive!account!of!social! justice! that! is!often! favoured! in! the!existing!capability! literature.!There! is!nothing!in!the!definition!of!the!capability!approach!that!precludes!the!development!of,!for!example,!a!procedural!theory!of!justice!valuing!not!only!rights!but!also!wellcbeing!and! that!understands!wellcbeing! in! terms!of! functionings!and!capabilities.! It!may!be!that!such!a!theory!would!turn!out!to!be!theoretically!inconsistent!or!not!very!plausible;!however,!this!remains!to!be!seen.!My!point!is!merely!that!we!should!not!rule! out! such! theories! by! a! normatively! restrictive! definition! of! the! capability!approach.!!There! is! another! way! of! interpreting! this! fourth! element,! namely,! as! the!normative!claim!that,!in!the!capabilities!approach,!the!value!of!equity/social!justice!should!always!be!weightier!than!other!values!(e.g.,!efficiency,!effectiveness,!stability!or! sustainability).! This,! too,! should! be! rejected.! The! capabilities! approach! entails!that!our!understanding!of!key!normative!notions,!such!as!social! justice,!wellcbeing!or! quality! of! life,! efficiency,! and! stability,! attaches! intrinsic! value! to! people’s!functionings! and! capabilities! but,! at! the!most! general! level,! is! agnostic! about!how!one!should!weigh!these!different!values.!In!summary,!while!this!fourth!element!has!been!regarded!as!very!important!by!the!vast!majority!of!capability!scholars,!it!is!not!a!theoretically!essential!element!of!the!capability!approach.!!!! The! fifth! and! final! essential! element! that! Nussbaum! attributes! to! the!capability! approach! is! that! it! ascribes! an! urgent! task! to! government( and( public(




levels! of! capabilities,! we! need! a! strong! government.! But! not! everyone! agrees:!anarchist!thinkers!vigorously!disagree,!and!adherents!of!public!choice!would!stress!that! giving! the! government! the! power! to! deliver! those! goods! will! have! many!unintended!but!foreseeable!negative!consequences!which!are!much!worse!than!the!positive! contributions! the! government! could! make.! Others! have! argued! that! we!should! focus!on!noncgovernmental!agents!of! justice.!Thus,!while!at! the!descriptive!level!it!is!true!that!most!capabilitarian!scholars!envision!a!considerable!task!for!the!government! and! public! policy,! there! is! no! theoretical! reason! to! believe! that! this!
needs!to!be!the!case.!!! In! conclusion,! only! two!of!Nussbaum’s! list! of! five! essential! elements! of! the!capabilities! approach! are! indeed! essential! to! any! version! of! the! approach! and,!hence,! should! belong! to! the! core! of! the! capability! approach.!What! is! needed! is! a!sound! analysis! of! the! core! aspects! of! the! capability! approach! and! a! firm!acknowledgement! of! the! plurality! of! work! being! done! within! the! capability!approach.!The!cartwheel!view!of!the!capability!approach,!to!which!we!will!now!turn,!tries!to!meet!that!challenge.!!!




! Consequently,!a!description!of!the!capability!approach!should!do!justice!to!all!members! of! the! capabilitarian! family.! This! description,! therefore,! cannot! but! be!somewhat! vague! since! it! needs! to! include! the! various! family!members,! including!family!members!that!have!not!emerged!so!far.!Several!capabilitarian!thinkers!have!given!definitions!of!the!capability!approach!that!are!in!line!with!this!understanding!(e.g.,! Sen!2009;!Robeyns!2011).! Still,!we!would! advance!our!understanding!of! the!capability!approach!if!we!could!make!those!broad!and!somewhat!vague!definitions!more!precise.! The! cartwheel! view!of! the! capability! approach! aims! to!do!precisely!that.!Figure!1!gives!a!graphical!depiction.!!!
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! A. Core!B. Purpose!C. Metactheoretical!commitments!D. Social!ontology!and!explanatory!theories!E. Selection!of!functionings!and/or!capabilities,!and!aggregation!F. Measurement!and!empirical!issues!G. Additional!normative!commitments!!












the! options! one! has! in! other! modules;! yet! an! analysis! of! specific! paths! that! are!possible! (and! impossible)!between! the!different!wedges!goes!beyond! the!scope!of!this!paper.!!The!cartwheel!view!aims!to!make!the!many!modalities!of!a!capability!theory!or! capability! account! clear.! By! spelling! these! options! out! explicitly,! it! becomes!immediately! clear! that! there! is! a! large! and! very! diverse! family! of! capabilitarian!theories;!the!current!scholarship!confirms!this.!!The!cartwheel!model!of!the!capability!approach!is!simple!yet!powerful.!One!of! its! strengths! is! that! it! helps! us! to! acknowledge! and! understand! that,! given! the!modules,! an! entire! field! lies! open! for! the! development! of! new! capabilitarian!theories,! and! it! forces! us! to! address! the! question! of!what,! exactly,! is! the! ultimate!core!of!capabilitarianism.!Note,!however,!that!the!exact!number!of!modules!and!the!labels!one!gives!them!are!not!set!in!stone.!It!is!very!likely!that!further!research!will!lead!to!modified!versions!of!the!modular!view!which!are!better!able!to!account!for!all!the!options!that!can!be!made!when!developing!a!capability!theory.!!!




levels!of!satisfaction;!rather,!they!refer!to!what!a!person!can!do!and!to!the!various!states! of! being! of! this! person.! Capabilities! are! a! person’s! real! freedoms! or!opportunities!to!achieve!functionings.!Capabilities!refer!to!both!what!we!are!able!to!do!(activities)!as!well!as!the!kind!of!person!we!can!be!(aspects!of!our!being).!Thus,!while!travelling!is!a!functioning,!the!real!opportunity!to!travel!is!the!corresponding!capability.!A!person!who!does!not!travel!may!or!may!not!be!free!and!able!to!travel;!the! notion! of! capability! seeks! to! capture! precisely! the! fact! of!whether! the! person!




being!made!when!we!use!functionings!and!capabilities!as!our!evaluative!space,!and!we!need!to!justify!each!of!those!two!normative!moves!separately.!!!Acknowledging!that!functionings!and!capabilities!are!the!core!concepts!of!the!capability! approach! generates! some! further! conceptual! questions.! One! complaint!that! has! been! voiced! in! discussions! is! that! it! is! not! entirely! clear! what! exactly! a!functioning! is! and! what! level! of! specificity! it! should! have.! Another! question! is!whether! additional! structural! requirements! for! the! relation! between! various!capabilities! should! be! imposed! on! any! version! of! the! capability! approach.! Basu!(1987)! was! one! of! the! first! to! point! out! that! the! moral! relevance! lies! not! in! the!various! capabilities! each! taken! by! themselves! and! only! considering! the! choices!made! by! one! person;! rather,! the!moral! relevance! lies! in! whether! capabilities! are!truly! available! to!us! given! the! choices!made!by!others.! Should!we,! perhaps,!move!away! from! seeing! capabilities! in! dichotomous! ways! (i.e.,! a! person! either! has! a!capability! or! she! hasn’t)! and,! rather,! start! to! think! about! capabilities! in! terms! of!probabilities!and!robustness?!These!and!other!conceptual!questions!will!need!to!be!addressed!in!future!work.!(2)! The! second! core! feature! of! the! capability! approach! is! the( means=ends(
distinction.! The! approach! stresses! that! we! should! always! be! clear,! when! valuing!something,!whether!we!value!it!as!an!end!in!itself!or!as!a!means!to!a!valuable!end.!For! the! capability! approach,! the! ultimate! ends! of! interpersonal! comparisons! are!people’s!functionings!and/or!capabilities.!(3)!A!third!core!idea!of!the!capability!approach!is!that!people!have!different!abilities! to! convert! resources! into! functionings.! These! are! called! conversion(




the!capability!literature,!the!conversion!factors!are!commonly!classified!as!personal,!social,!and!environmental!conversion!factors!(Robeyns!2005:!99).!!(4)! The! fourth! core! characteristic! of! the! capability! approach! is! human(









economics,!an!assessment!of!quality!of!life!in!one!country,!a!comparison!of!averages!between!countries,!a!theory!of!social!justice,!and!so!forth.((9)!Functionings( and/or( capabilities( are( not( necessarily( the( only( elements( of(
intrinsic( value.! Other! factors!may! also!matter! normatively.! Capabilitarian! theories!might! endorse! functionings! and/or! capabilities! as! their! account! of! intrinsic! value!but! may! add! other! elements! of! intrinsic! value,! such! as! procedural! fairness.! This!implies! that! the! capability! approach! is,! in! itself,! incomplete! as! an! account! of! the!good!since!it!may!have!to!be!supplemented!with!other!values!or!principles.!Amartya!Sen! has! been! a! strong! defender! of! this! claim,! for! example,! in! his! argument! that!capabilities!capture!the!opportunity!aspect!of!freedom!but!not!the!process!aspect!of!freedom,!which!is!also!important!(Sen!1993,!2002:!Chapter!20).!!Characteristics! 7! to! 9! are! all! aspects! of! the! core! circle! of! the! capability!approach! dealing! with! the! good! rather! than! the! right.! Still,! the! core! circle! does!contain!three!(rather!weak)!elements!relating!to!the!right.8!!(10)!Normative( individualism:! the!ultimate!concern!is!the!advantage!of!each!and!every!affected!individual.!The!effects!on!other!entities!are!only!relevant!insofar!as,! and! to! the! extent! that,! they! affect! the! interests! of! individuals.! The!principle! of!normative! individualism! corresponds! to! Nussbaum’s! principle! of! treating! each!person!as!an!end.!As!I!argued!in!Section!2,!this!is!a!principle!that!should!indeed!be!part!of!the!core!of!the!capability!approach.!!!(11)!Whenever( rightness( involves( a( notion( of( the( good,( one( should( use( the(





(12)!There(are( claims(about( the( right( that(do(not( refer( to( the( capabilitarian(




! The!account!that!I!have!given!of!the!core!content!of!the!capability!approach!raises! questions! requiring! further! research! beyond! the! scope! of! this! paper.! One!important! question! is! how! the! capability! approach! relates! to! the! dominant!typologies!of!normative!ethical!theories,!particularly!consequentialism,!teleological!theories,!or!Kantianism.!Do!all!capability!theories!fall!into!one!of!those!strands!and,!hence,!can!we!say!that!capabilitarianism!is!essentially!consequentialist,!Kantian,!or!teleological?! Or! is! it,! rather,! the! case! that! specific! capability! theories! can! become!consequentialist,!Kantian,!or!teleological!in!virtue!of!additional!moral!principles!that!are! included! in! Module! G—in! which! case,! the! capability! approach! at! the! most!general!level!does!not!subscribe!to!any!of!those!metacethical!views?!!




approach! tries! to! convey:! in! the! core! are! some! basic! concepts,! and! a! handful!ontological!and!normative!claims,!which!can!be!used!for!a!variety!of!purposes!and!can!be!extended!using!other!normative!commitments.!We!should,!therefore,!not!let!ourselves!be!put!in!a!straitjacket!by!thinking!that!the!capability!approach!can!only!be!a! theory!of! justice!or!an!account!of! the!quality!of! life.!The!capability!approach,!when!properly!understood,!can!be!developed!into!a!very!broad!range!of!capability!accounts!and!theories!as!the!existing!literature!forcefully!highlights.!It!could!well!be!that!the!entire!reach!of!the!capability!approach!has!not!been!fully!discovered!yet.!!!









women! should! have! legal! rights! to! access! abortion! if! they! seek! it—or! not.! Until!recently,!Nussbaum’s!readers!were!unsure!whether!this!capability!entailed!the!right!to!abortion!but,! in!a!more!recent!paper,! she!has!argued! that!her!capability! theory!supports!legal!rights!of!access!to!abortion!(Dixon!and!Nussbaum!2012).!But!I!fail!to!see!how!abortion!could!be!the!object!of!an!overlapping!consensus!given!how!deeply!divided!people’s! (including!professional!philosophers’)!views!on!abortion!are.!The!idea!of!an!overlapping!consensus!and,!hence,!of!political!liberalism!does!not!apply!to!political! questions! about! moral! issues! that! are! deeply! and! constitutively! tied! to!metaphysical!and!existential!concerns;!for!many!citizens,!it!is!not!possible!to!take!a!purely! political! as! opposed! to! a! comprehensive! view! of! abortion! rights.! If! this! is!true,!then!putting!a!capability!related!to!reproductive!freedom!on!the!list!of!central!human!capabilities!will!undermine!that!theory’s!claim!to!be!fully!politically!liberal.!!The! analysis! of! Nussbaum’s! claims! regarding! the! constitutive,! politically!liberal!character!of!any!capabilitarian!political!theory!points!to!a!much!deeper!and!metactheoretical! question:! what! is! a! normative! political! theory! supposed! to! do?!What! is! the! metactheoretical! status! of! a! political! theory,! and! what! is! the!corresponding!role!of!the!theorist?!Nussbaum!believes!that!the!theory!ought!to!be!acceptable!to!all!citizens!of!a!fundamentally!pluralist!society,!and!therefore—given!the! highly! plausible! assumption! of! conflicting! views! of! the! good! life! (including!religious!and!moral!doctrines)!among!different!groups!of!citizens—the!theory!ought!to! refrain! from! any! potentially! controversial! elements.! Nussbaum’s! view!




political!doctrine.!Citizens!do(hold!comprehensive!political!doctrines,!and!it!is!one!of!the! tasks! of! political! theorists! to! offer! them! political! doctrines! that! are! plausible,!convincing,! and! wellcargued.! In! realclife! politics,! virtually! all! political! views!endorsed! by! citizens! entail! comprehensive! elements.! Hence,! the! central! question!that!political!liberalism!asks—namely,!how!members!of!a!political!community!who!hold!radically!different!and!conflicting!views!on!the!good!life!and!on!politics!can!live!peacefully! together! in! a! way! that! respects! all! such! reasonable! doctrines—is! an!important! question.! My! point! is! merely! that! it! is! not( the( only( question! political!theorists! need! to! ask.! There! should! be! room! for! both! comprehensive! political!theories!and!politically! liberal!theories,!and!there!is!no!compelling!reason!why!the!capability! approach! should! be! confined! only! to! the! latter.! Thus,! Nussbaum’s!reduction! of! capabilitarian! political! theories! to! those! that! are! politically! liberal! is!unwarranted.! Political! liberalism!and! capabilitarianism!are! orthogonal! issues;! one!can!combine!them,!but!there!is!no!need!to!do!so.!!My!critique!of!Nussbaum’s!insistence!that!any!capabilitarian!political!theory!has! to!be!politically! liberal! can!be! further!clarified!by!using! the!cartwheel!view!of!the!capability!approach.!Nussbaum!assumes!that!if,!in!Module!B!(the!purpose),!one!opts! for! a! theory! of! justice,! then! this! necessarily! implies! that! in!Module! C! (metactheoretical! commitments)! one! opts! for! the! theoristcmediator! and,! in! Module! G,!(additional! normative! commitments)! one! endorses! the! additional! principle! of!political! liberalism.! But! these! are! not! the! only! options:! one! can! also! opt! for! the!position!of! theoristccitizen! in!Module!C!and! for!comprehensive! liberalism,!or! for!a!noncliberal! view,! in! Module! G.! There! is,! thus,! much!more! internal! variety! within!capabilitarian!theories!of!justice!than!Nussbaum!acknowledges.!!!




allowing! for! a! much! broader! range! of! capabilitarian! theories! and! analyses! to! be!recognized! as! such! (in! the!modules).! If!we! endorse! this! cartwheel! account! of! the!capability! approach,! many! more! avenues! of! exploration! lie! ahead! of! us—in!philosophy,!the!social!sciences,!and!interdisciplinary!fields.!!!
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